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VISIONAIR  AIR CLEANER

Remove tobacco   
smoke effectively
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Euromate enables people to breathe pure air. For the improvement of indoor air 
quality we offer high-quality, contemporary products that effectively remove a 
broad range of pollutants. Years of experience, expertise and service orientation
allow us to provide effective air cleaning solutions to our (international) customers.

EUROMATE OFFERS 
ALL-IN SOLUTIONS FOR 
AIR CLEANING

Euromate has over 40 years of expe-
rience in the field of air cleaning. This 
provides in-depth knowledge of indoor 
air and removal of air pollutants.

For optimal use of the air cleaner regular 
maintenance by a professional is 
recommended. A service contract can 
be agreed with our sales organization. 
There are various maintenance agree-

ments possible, depending on the filter 
choice and the degree of air pollution.



ElectroMax

VisionDisplay
A stand on wheels, available in two heights.  
Extra flexibility because the air cleaner can 
be moved around.

AirMonitor
An automatic sensor which improves the 
operation process. It measures the air pollu-
tion caused by tobacco smoke in the room 
and automatically adapts the fan speed, 
ensuring optimal indoor air conditions and 
saving energy.

“Thanks to the excellent 
cooperation and the flexibility 
we reached a unique customised 
solution. We notice that guests 
are very happy with the new 
smoking rooms.

It all starts with a clear smoking policy. 
You underline your healthy vision of 
working conditions by choosing a profes-
sional air cleaning system. The Euromate 
air cleaners effectively filter the environ-
mental tobacco smoke from the air. You 
can expand the air cleaner with various 
options to meet your specific demands.

A clear smoking policy

Features
 [ Effective extraction and filtration of 

tobacco smoke
 [ Mounting options: wall, floor, ceiling
 [ Low noise level
 [ User-friendly; especially in combination 

with AirMonitor
 [ Timeless design
 [ Two colours: off-white and black

Filter over

99%
tobacco smoke from the  

air stream

Choice of

3
main filters for optimum

air purification

 

Euromate offers a complete line of in-
novative products, all designed to assist 
in the removal of unwanted tobacco 
smoke. Create an environment in which 
both smokers and non-smokers can work 
perfectly together without the annoyan-
ce of tobacco smoke. Whether you prefer 
a separate smoking room or a designated 
smoking area, we offer you the perfect 
solution.

In many countries, smoking is prohibited
by law within workplaces and public
buildings. The assortment of Euromate offers 
air cleaners, smoking tables, ashtrays and 
even smoking cabins. A concept that per-
fectly matches your specific smoking policy.

Smoking room
Creating a smoking room is a quite simple 
solution that will satisfy your smoking 
employees and visitors. Especially as 
smoking outside is often not an ideal 
solution, it conflicts with the corporate 
image and employees lose valuable working 

time. Depending on your needs, we offer va-
rious air cleaners to remove tobacco smoke.

VisionAir
This effective air cleaner filters tobacco 
smoke from the air inside a smoking room. 
Not only does it optimise your entire indoor 
air quality; it also enhances your work 
environment. Offering a proper smoking 
solution will result in a noticeably positive
effect on work performance and produc-
tivity. In a smoking room, VisionAir¹ and 
VisionAir² can best be mounted to or into 
the ceiling. If desired, VisionAir¹ can also be 
mounted against the wall, or put on a stand
(VisionDisplay).

For the filtering of tobacco smoke, the
VisionAir is equipped with an electrostatic 
filter: ElectroMax. This filter can be
cleaned and re-used.

Design
Fits into any interior
VisionAir is available in two colours: off-white 
and black. Thanks to its stylish design,
VisionAir will blend in practically any interior. 
In addition, the air cleaner has a low noise 
level and is very user-friendly. As standard 
the air cleaners are equipped with 
FreeBreeze cups, adding an aromatic 
freshness into the room.

A suitable solution for a 
smoke-free environment

OdourFree
Adsorbs penetrating smells. Recommended, 
for example, for pubs and the hotel- and 
catering industry.
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VisionAir air cleaner


